
Why do some some  
companies out-perform?
Because they are THE 9%ers. 

3 dimensions of hiring decisions (the old way)


Skills, Experience, Education 

SUBCONSCIOUS MIND - 90% 
(invisible)

CONSCIOUS MIND - 10% 
(visible)

You’re missing...The 4th dimension (the only way)


subconscious mindset

21%

Performance- 
Driven  
Companies

55%

Typical  
Performances


15%

People-Focused

Companies


9%

People + 
Performance


According to McKinsey

Reasoning

Logical & Critical Thinking

Limited Memory

Volunteer Actions

One task at a time


Values & Beliefs

Emotions & Attitude

Past Programming

Long-term Memory

Involuntary Actions

Imagination & Self Image

Everything happening now



Get A+ customers and  
A+ employees and you  
are in the 9% club of  
all businesses


controls and informs a wide range of things, often without us even 
realizing - a powerful behind-the-scenes operator, automates learned 
skills, and shapes our emotional responses and perspectives.



Language Psychology 
The correlation between mindset, personality traits, and language theory.    

Win big, lose little.

High rewards, low risk.

Guaranteed results. 



SUBCONSCIOUS 

MINDSETS

Opportunistic  
focus on personal  
success rather than  
the success of the whole
 

SALES PEOPLE
-> 

-> 
-> 

-> 

-> -> 
-> 

Expert 
prioritize mastery  
of skill & knowledge  
over conformity, healthy  
skepticism and  
rational judgment



UI/UX


Empathy

integrates new & 
inspiring discoveries + 
material and spiritual 
transformation  


MLK


Holistic  
reinvent themselves, 
excel at dealing with 
short-term projects and 
tasks, while keeping  
long-term goals in mind



ANY GURU


Discipline 
bring company goals 
into alignment & 
create rules/process to 
(re)enforce 



BANK MANAGER

Results 
set effective goals  
for their team and 
themselves



JEFF BEZOS

Systems 
sees organizational 
roadblocks as potential 
opportunities



CONSULTANTS



EVIDENCE
Transformed discipline mindset to results  

Identified “right mindset” executives, employees and customers   

reorganized and promoted leadership  

Grew revenue 82% in 5 years  

450 customers, $350M in revenue  

45% stock growth in 10,000  
person tech company

Results 
exceptional Financial returns

Immediate, no surveying

Comprehensive, easy to act on


Change-making


Mine 60+ millions of people  
Bring subconscious mindsets to light 

Non-intrusive & non-disruptive, remote  
Data collection & assessment


 


How? 
Methodology, Process & Technology 

Join the nine per-centers. Unlock exceptional financial performance. 

minsentrix.comRead about us in Forbes

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbes-global-properties/2024/03/14/how-top-companies-are-using-language-psychology-to-recruit-ace-teams/?sh=3189ab827b5e



